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Synopsis

Creates a hardcopy of the current plot.

Syntax

chips> PRINT {[<device>] | POSTFILE <filename>}

Description

If no printer device is specified, the output will be sent to the default printer as specified in the user's
environment. The "POSTFILE <filename>" argument creates a PostScript file in the current directory if no
pathname is included.

There are two new commands in CIAO 3.0 that may be used to configure the look of the output: COLORSYS
sets the color system (RGB, CMYK, grayscale) and PAGESIZE indicates the page dimensions of the
hardcopy plot.

Note that the new COLORSYS command deprecates the former method of creating CMYK plots, namely:

  chips> PRINT "postfileCMYK <filename>"

The postscript drivers work well for plots no bigger than 8x8 inch or portrait plots up to about 8x10 inches.
Any other setup causes problems due to inconsistant handling of margins that causes errors in calculating the
bounding box. The result is that the output of "print postfile" may be clipped even if the pagesize is set
correctly; this is most likely to affect plots oriented as "landscape" layout.

If creating a smaller plot is not an option, try one of these workarounds:

edit the bounding box by hand in PS file• 
delete the bounding box definition from the PS file• 
gv has the option to change or ignore the bounding box when viewing a PS file• 

CIAO allows some plot attributes to be changed using the ChIPS state object and resource file. See "ahelp
chips" for further details.
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Example 1

  chips> CURVE data/example.dat
  chips> print(chips.colorsys)
  rgb
  chips> PRINT POSTFILE plot_rgb.ps
  chips> COLORSYS CMYK
  chips> PRINT POSTFILE plot_cmyk.ps

A curve is plotted and written out first as an RGB postscript file, then as a CMYK postscript file; see "ahelp
colorsys" for an explanation of the syntax used.

Example 2

  chips> CURVE example2.dat
  chips> PRINT 

A curve is plotted and a hardcopy is printed on the system's printer.

Bugs

See the bugs page for ChIPS on the CIAO website for an up−to−date listing of known bugs.

See Also

chips
colorsys, pagesize, restore, skip, store
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